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Response to P1 Consultation

Executive Summary
In September 2018 King & Co submitted
to Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council
an Appraisal of Land Use Consultant’s
(LUC) Stage 3 Green Belt Study, which
highlighted several limitations within
LUC’s methodology. This included a
review of LUC’s three-point assessment
ratings system, which the Appraisal
concluded did not provide enough
separation between comparative results
(suggesting a ten-point alternative
would be more advantageous), and an
inconsistent application of subdivision
across the Borough. The content of this
Appraisal was presented during Stage 5 of
the Inspector’s Hearing Sessions.
We note that whilst the Inspector
did note that respondents did raise
significant concerns in terms of
methodology, he was focused upon the
application of that methodology on a
parcel-by-parcel basis. Taking a pragmatic
approach, the Inspector decided that
the methodology was sufficiently sound
but did invite respondents to justify
where parcels should be reconsidered in
terms of granularity and in terms of the
consistency of the conclusions drawn.
As such, we do not seek to identify
or raise matters in respect of the LUC
methodology as that will not assist the
Inspector.
We do however seek to identify where
the LUC approach could have taken a
different approach to sub-division and
where this would have resulted in a
different and potentially lesser degree of
Green Belt harm.

This report also identifies (where
appropriate) inconsistencies across
Purpose Scoring and Harm Ratings, and
the relationship between them. This is a
contribution in terms of the Inspector’s
comments about the consistency of
analysis.
It is understood that the parcel of
existing development along the Ridgway
is washed-over by Green Belt and that
the LUC report identified a larger P86
parcel including land to the south of
Ridgeway, and then proposed a more
discrete parcel P86A which sought to
represent the existing village. The harm
rating for the entire plot is set at “very
high” whereas the harm rating for parcel
P86A is identified as “moderate-high”.
This report suggests that the P86 parcel
should be sub-divided, which would
result in a different rating of harm. We
would encourage that LUC consider the
sub-division scenarios we have proposed
for P86. Specifically, the harm ratings that
should be attributed to the part of the
parcel in our P86C and P86D scenarios
would in isolation be considerably lower
than the harm rating where the parcel
comprised solely of or also included
the more open parcels of land to the
south and west. This should mean that
this more modest part of P86 should
be capable of being released alongside
parcel P86A which is already washed over
built form.
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Green Belt Study Stage 3 - LUC

Parcel P86
The parcel of land P86 is described by
LUC as follows:
“The parcel is located on the northwestern corner of the inset settlement
of Cuffley. Land within the parcel slopes
down to the south from The Ridgeway
road, which borders the north of the
parcel. From the higher ground in the
northern half of the parcel there are
open and wide ranging views of the
countryside to the south. A long line of
large detached dwellings lies within the
parcel along the southern side of The
Ridgeway. The majority of the dwellings
are set back from the road and are
surrounded by large gardens with open
views of the arable fields within the
parcel to the south and the wooded
ridges beyond.
The parcel also includes dwellings along
Carbone Hill, leading off The Ridgeway to
the north into woodland, which is more
enclosed but has a similar character to
The Ridgeway. Vineyards Road, which
runs down the slope from The Ridgeway
road and cuts through the centre of the
parcel, is lined sparsely by large detached
dwellings and two farms (farm buildings
are appropriate uses within the Green
Belt). The large dwellings compromise the
openness of the Green Belt within their
immediate vicinity, but the topography
and mature trees lining the parcel edges
and roads, as well as the sparse nature
of dwellings along Vineyards Road,
play a significant role in minimising the
urbanising influence of the dwellings.
Northaw Brick Kiln Area Local Wildlife
Site is located in the centre of the
parcel, occupying approximately 3ha.
Other absolute constraints are located
adjacent to the parcel: the Dell (Cuffley)
Local Wildlife Site is located adjacent
4
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to the southeast of the parcel, Home
Wood (Cuffley) Local Wildlife Site is
located adjacent to the northeast of the
parcel, Northaw Great Wood Country
Park Local Nature Reserve and Great/
Broombarns Woods Ancient Woodland
are located adjacent to the north of the
parcel, and Northaw Great Wood Site
of Special Scientific Interest is located
adjacent to the north and west of the
parcel. Additionally, the southern edge
of the parcel follows the course of a
stream designated as flood zones 2 and
3. The parcel directly adjoins residential
dwellings on the urban edge to the
north east. The north, west and east
of the parcel adjoin a large mature
woodland, providing enclosure close to
its edges – although views across the
open countryside within the parcel to the
south are still visible. A stream follows the
southern edge of the parcel.”
As illustrated on page 386 of LUC’s Stage
3 Green Belt Study, Parcel 86 is contained
to the north by a multitude of absolute
constraints including (i) Home Wood
Local Wildlife Site, (ii) Northaw Great
Wood Country Park Local Nature Reserve,
(iii) Northaw Great Wood Site of Special
Scientific Interest, and (iv) the ancient
woodland Great Broombarns Wood.
In the context of LUC’s ‘Parcel
Description’, the north, west and east of
P86 “adjoin a large mature woodland,
providing enclosure close to its edges”
as “wooded high ground to either side of
the connecting B157 forms a significant
separator”. Other absolute constraints
that bound Nyn Manor Farm include the
Dell Local Wildlife Site adjacent to the
southeast and Well Wood to the west.

Given that LUC define ‘environmental
constraints’ as “habitats and wildlife sites;
heritage assets; landscape, green space
and countryside; and soils and water”
and ‘absolute constraints’ as those with
the greater weight applied to them
in national policy (such as functional
floodplains, National Nature Reserves
(NNRs), Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSIs), it is surprising that less attention
has been paid to the encapsulating effect
of these constraints when considered
collectively.
Indeed, besides existing ribbon built form
stretching out along the northern edge of
P86, the total area of Nye Park that wraps
around the southern edge of the Parcel
has had no treatment as a environmental
constraint, even if non-absolute.
Taking all of these into account as strict
limitations and hard development
boundaries, LUC’s suggestion that release
of P86 “makes a partial contribution
preventing the merging of the towns”
(Northaw and Cuffley) sits in direct
contention with the insulating effect
of present absolute constraints. Not
to mention that merging eastward
would be implausible when any
prospective development would be west
of Nyn Manor, and a strong tree line
delineates the Parcel from neighbouring
countryside.

Green Belt Study Stage 3 - LUC
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Site Photographs

Land Parcels

1. View looking West along The Ridgeway

2. Looking West from The Ridgeway estate road to the 1930’s road

3. Looking West along the 1930’s estate road

4. Looking North from Parcel A to the access

5. View from Parcel A looking east to the rear of the properties along The Ridgeway
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Site Photographs

6. View from Parcel A looking East into Parcel B

7. View of the rear of the houses along The Ridgeway from Parcel B

8. View North to the rear of the houses on The Ridgeway with the boundary to Parcel C on the right
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Site Photographs

9. View looking east across Parcel D

10. View from the northeast corner of Parcel E towards Nyn Manor
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Site Photographs

11. View from Parcel C looking south toward the lake

12. View of the southern boundary of Parcel D

14. View looking east from Parcel F to the boundary with Parcel D
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13. View of the northern edge of Parcel F (note the high deer fence)

Site Photographs

15. View South from Parcel F to Parcel E and Nyn Manor

16. View south from parcel G with the houses on Vinyards Lane to the left

17. View of the access to Vineyards Lane from Parcel G

18. View of the access to parcel G from Vineyards Lane
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A More Granular Approach

Option 86B - 43 hectares - 1,000 homes
This option considers development of
part of Parcel 86 to the South of The
Ridgeway and to the West of Vineyard’s
Road. The southern edge of this subparcel (containing land parcels A-J) is
bound by the Absolute Constraints of
Well Wood and Nyn Park.
Access is shown from the existing
access points from The Ridgeway and
to the North of Vineyard’s Road with
an additional emergency vehicle access
and pedestrian and cycle access off the
southern part of Vineyard’s Road. A
fourth access point would be the existing
access to Nyn Manor off Vineyard’s Road.
This development parcel is screened from
The Ridgeway and Vineyard’s Road by
existing development.
A new park is proposed in the centre
of the development to the rear of Nyn
Manor. Existing land parcel boundaries
and landscape features would be retained
to screen development within the subparcel.
This area is approximately 43 hectares
which would deliver over 1,000 homes at
25 dwellings per hectare.
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A More Granular Approach

Option 86C - 15 hectares - 375 homes
This option considers development of
part of Parcel 86 to the South of The
Ridgeway and to the West of Vineyard’s
Road. The development is contained
within land parcels B-G with the
southern edge of this sub-parcel being
bound by the existing landscape feature
along the centre of the parcel. In turn,
the parcel is screened by the Absolute
Constraints of Well Wood and Nyn Park.
Access is shown from the existing access
points to the north of Vineyard’s Road
with an existing access to Nyn Manor off
Vineyard’s Road further to the South.
This development parcel is screened from
The Ridgeway and Vineyard’s Road by
existing development.
A new park is proposed in the centre
of the development to the rear of Nyn
Manor. Existing land parcel boundaries
and landscape features would be retained
to screen development within the subparcel.
This area is approximately 15 hectares
which would deliver over 375 homes at
25 dwellings per hectare.
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A More Granular Approach

Option 86D - 5 hectares - 125 homes
This option considers development of
part of Parcel 86 in the corner of The
Ridgeway and to the West of Vineyard’s
Road behind existing development.
The development is contained within
land parcels F and G with the southern
edge of this sub-parcel being bound by
the existing Nyn Manor and associated
landscaping. In turn, the parcel is
screened by the Absolute Constraints of
Well Wood and Nyn Park.
Access is shown from the existing access
points to the north of Vineyard’s Road
with an existing access to Nyn Manor off
Vineyard’s Road further to the South. This
area is approximately 5 hectares which
would deliver over 125 homes at 25
dwellings per hectare.
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A More Granular Approach

Analysis in Relation to Purpose Assessment Criteria
Purpose 1: To Check the unrestricted
sprawl of large built-up areas
(Limited or No Contribution)
P86 is sufficiently separated or distant
from large built-up areas for there not to
be any potential for urban sprawl. P86C
and P86D would lessen that effect, but it
is already at the lowest level.
Purpose 2: Prevent neighbouring towns
from merging
(Limited or No Contribution)
P86 lies between the Tier 1 settlements
of Cheshunt to the east and Potters Bar
to the southwest. These settlements
are located within approximately
6.2km of each other. The parcel does
not contribute towards preventing the
merging of the two settlements.
P86C and P86D would lessen that effect,
given that it is already contiguous with
built form and does not have the same
degree pf prominence and openness that
other parcels towards the southern and
western edges of parcel P86 as a whole.
The contribution therefore reduces to
“limited or no contribution” for P86D.
Purpose 3: Assist in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment
(Partial Contribution)
Due to the presence of absolute
constraints and separating features such
as substantial residential development
within the north edge of the parcel,
P86 experiences a limited and finite
relationship with neighbouring open
countryside. We would agree that the
contribution of the land to the west and
to the far south is stronger- therefore
P86 read as a whole would contribute
strongly. Given its containment, the
land itself relates moderately to the
settlement edge and more strongly in
18
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some areas if further subdivided, in line
with LUC’s assessment that P86 has
“enclosure close to its edges.”
With reference to the land immediately
behind Ridgeway and further removed
from the more prominent western edge,
further subdivision is recommended to
ascertain the extent to which release
of P86 would compromise openness.
P86C and P86D would lessen that effect,
given that it is already contiguous with
built form and does not have the same
degree pf prominence and openness that
other parcels towards the southern and
western edges of parcel P86 as a whole.
The contribution therefore reduces to
“partial contribution” for both P86C and
P86D.
Purpose 4: Preserve the setting and
special character of historic towns
(Limited or no Contribution)
The land forms little or no part of the
setting of Welwyn Garden City and does
not contribute to its special character.
The reduction in the parcel size will not
impact upon the purpose rating, which is
already at its lowest level.
Purpose 5: Assist the urban
regeneration, by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban
land
(Significant Contribution)
All Green Belt land can be considered
to support urban regeneration within
Welwyn Hatfield and it is not possible to
distinguish which parcels perform this to
a stronger or weaker degree.
The reduction in the parcel size will not
impact upon the purpose rating, which is
already at its lowest level.

Local Purpose: To maintain the existing
settlement pattern
(Limited Contribution)
LUC suggest that:
“The parcel adjoins the northern edge of
Oaklands and Mardley Heath and faces
Woolmer Green across the railway line,
but its role in settlement separation is
limited by the fact that along the B197
to the south the two villages are already
separated only by the railway line. The
parcel also lies between Oaklands and
Mardley Heath and Knebworth, although
Woolmer Green to the east of the railway
has already narrowed the gap between
the settlements.”
The parcel lies between the settlements
of Cuffley and Brookmans Park, which are
3.4km apart, but wooded high ground to
either side of the connecting B157 forms
a significant separator. There is a sizeable
area of farmland to the west of this and
development within the parcel along The
Ridgeway further compromises its role.
While the sloping valley side beneath
existing development along the ridge
crest makes a stronger contribution to
the gap of between Cuffley and Northaw,
further subdivision will reveal areas
within the parcel where landform may
have negligible bearing on settlement
separation. Further subdivision of the
parcel would enable a more granular
and comparative study between effects
on settlement patterns in other parts of
P86. P86C and P86D would lessen the
effect considerably, given that they are
contiguous with built form and does not
have the same degree pf prominence
and openness that other parcels
towards the southern and western
edges of parcel P86 as a whole. The
contribution therefore reduces to “partial
contribution” for P86D.

A More Granular Approach

P86 - All of Parcel 86
Purpose
P86 LUC Rating
1
Limited or no Contribution
2
Partial Contribution
3
Significant Contribution
4
Limited or no Contribution
5
Significant Contribution
Local Purpose Partial Contribution

P86a - Existing built form on The Ridgeway
Purpose
P86a LUC Rating
1
Limited or no Contribution
2
Partial Contribution
3
Significant Contribution
4
Limited or no Contribution
5
Significant Contribution
Local Purpose Partial Contribution

P86b - All P86 excl. land East of Vinyard’s Rd
Purpose
P86b Our Rating
1
Limited or no Contribution
2
Partial Contribution
3
Significant Contribution
4
Limited or no Contribution
5
Significant Contribution
Local Purpose Partial Contribution

P86c - All of P86b excl. sub-parcels A & H
Purpose
P86c Our Rating
1
Limited or no Contribution
2
Partial Contribution
3
Partial Contribution
4
Limited or no Contribution
5
Significant Contribution
Local Purpose Partial Contribution

P86a Our Rating
Limited or no Contribution
Limited or no Contribution
Partial Contribution
Limited or no Contribution
Significant Contribution
Limited or no Contribution

P86d - All of P86b excl. sub-parcels A-E & H
Purpose
P86c Our Rating
1
Limited or no Contribution
2
Limited or no Contribution
3
Partial Contribution
4
Limited or no Contribution
5
Significant Contribution
Local Purpose Limited or no Contribution

P86 - Nyn Manor, Cuffley
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A More Granular Approach

Analysis in Relation to Green Belt Harm
We agree that the extent of harm of
the release of the entire site would be
high. However, there are elements of
containment and therefore we do not feel
that it would reach the threshold of very
high.
We very much disagree with the harm
rating of P86A which is effectively to
cement the existing use of the land.
The consequences of that in Green Belt
harm will be negligible and if any residual
concerns were had in terms of permitted
development changes then Article 4
Directions could be implemented as
thought appropriate. Regardless of this
comment, the sub-division of Parcel
P86 to retain the elements shown
within either of P86C or P86D makes
for substantive change which will
considerably reduce any potential for
harm.
Besides the combined containment
features of absolute and non-absolute
constraints on all sides of the Parcel,
evidence of a lack of granularity applied
to P86 is apparent in LUC’s phraseology.
Inconsistent to other, more subdivided
parcels within the study,
it is said
Green
Belt that
there is a “strong senseGreen
of openness
over
Belt parcel
most of the area”, that Council
“the majority
of
boundary
the parcel is open and topographically
distinct from the settled ridge crest”, and
Green Belt
Harm rating
an admission that “significant
pockets
Green
Belt
parcel
Very
High the
of residential development
within
Council
boundary
parcel
does compromiseHigh
the openness
Moderate
-0High
of countryside in some areas”
(emphasis
added). Identifying which areas would
be more suitable to release through
a reconsideration of P86 would allow
for more sympathetic options that
0
350
700
will not unnecessarily ‘stretch out’
m the
existing settlement boundary, and avoid
conjecture or broad generalisation.
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P86

P86 - Whole of Parcel 86

High
Analysis in Relation to Green Belt Harm
Parcel
P86
P86a
P86b
P86c
P86d

Description
Whole of Parcel 86
Existing development on Ridgeway
P86 excl. land East and Vinyard’s Rd
P86b less subparcels A and H
P86b less subparcels A-E and H

Harm rating
Very High
High

LUC Harm Rating
Very High
Moderate-High
Not Assessed
Not Assessed

PARCEL P1

Moderate
Moderate - Low

E

Low

Moderate - High
Moderate
Moderate - Low
Low

© Crown copyright and database rights 2018 Ordnance Survey LA 100019547 2018.

PARCEL P1

E

© Crown copyright and database rights 2018 Ordnance Survey LA 100019547 2018.

350

700
m

Our Harm Rating
High
Low
Moderate-High
Moderate
Moderate-Low

A More Granular Approach

Low

P86a

P86b

P86a - Existing development on Ridgeway

Moderate-High P86b - P86 excl. land East and Vinyard’s Rd

P86d

P86c

Moderate

P86c - P86b less subparcels A and H

Moderate-Low

P86d - P86b less subparcels A-E and H

P86 - Nyn Manor, Cuffley
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Welwyn Hatfield Green Belt Study
Appendix 6.1
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386

107.9ha

August 2018

Sustainability
P86
- Green Belt
Appraisal
Study Stage 3 - LUC
Site P86

View looking west along The Ridgeway at the north of the parcel

Parcel Description
The parcel is located on the north-western corner of the inset settlement of Cuffley. Land within the parcel slopes down to the
south from The Ridgeway road, which borders the north of the parcel. From the higher ground in the northern half of the parcel
there are open and wide ranging views of the countryside to the south. A long line of large detached dwellings lies within the
parcel along the southern side of The Ridgeway. The majority of the dwellings are set back from the road and are surrounded
by large gardens with open views of the arable fields within the parcel to the south and the wooded ridges beyond. The parcel
also includes dwellings along Carbone Hill, leading off The Ridgeway to the north into woodland, which is more enclosed but has
a similar character to The Ridgeway. Vineyards Road, which runs down the slope from The Ridgeway road and cuts through the
centre of the parcel, is lined sparsely by large detached dwellings and two farms (farm buildings are appropriate uses within the
Green Belt). The large dwellings compromise the openness of the Green Belt within their immediate vicinity, but the topography
and mature trees lining the parcel edges and roads, as well as the sparse nature of dwellings along Vineyards Road, play a
significant role in minimising the urbanising influence of the dwellings.
Northaw Brick Kiln Area Local Wildlife Site is located in the centre of the parcel, occupying approximately 3ha. Other absolute
constraints are located adjacent to the parcel: the Dell (Cuffley) Local Wildlife Site is located adjacent to the southeast of the
parcel, Home Wood (Cuffley) Local Wildlife Site is located adjacent to the northeast of the parcel, Northaw Great Wood Country
Park Local Nature Reserve and Great/Broombarns Woods Ancient Woodland are located adjacent to the north of the parcel, and
Northaw Great Wood Site of Special Scientific Interest is located adjacent to the north and west of the parcel. Additionally, the
southern edge of the parcel follows the course of a stream designated as flood zones 2 and 3. The parcel directly adjoins
residential dwellings on the urban edge to the north east. The north, west and east of the parcel adjoin a large mature
woodland, providing enclosure close to its edges – although views across the open countryside within the parcel to the south
are still visible. A stream follows the southern edge of the parcel.

Welwyn Hatfield Green Belt Study
Appendix 6.1
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August 2018
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P86 - Green Belt Study Stage 3 - LUC

Site P86

Assessment of Contribution to Green Belt Purposes
Purpose/Rating
P1: Checking the
unrestricted sprawl of
large built-up areas

Assessment

The parcel is sufficiently separated or distant from a large built-up area for there not to be any
potential for urban sprawl from the large built up area.

Limited or no contribution
P2: Preventing the
merging of neighbouring
towns
Partial contribution

P3: Safeguarding the
countryside from
encroachment

The parcel lies indirectly between the first tier settlements of Cheshunt to the east and Potters
Bar to the south west. These settlements are located within approximately 6.2km of each other.
The smaller settlements of Goff’s Oak, Northaw and most notably Cuffley lie between the first
tier settlements, thereby limiting the perception of separation. The gap between the towns is
relatively fragile, due to the presence of the intervening settlements. The parcel makes a partial
contribution preventing the merging of the towns.
The land contains the characteristics of open countryside, but has significant pockets of
residential development within the parcel which does compromise the openness of countryside in
some areas. However, the distribution and density of the development combined with the
mature vegetation and topography maintain a strong sense of openness over most of the area.

Significant contribution

P4: Preserve the setting
and special character of
historic towns

The land forms little or no part of the setting of Welwyn Garden City and does not contribute to
its special character.

Limited or no contribution

P5: Assist the urban
All Green Belt land can be considered to support urban regeneration within Welwyn Hatfield and
regeneration, by
it is not possible to distinguish which parcels perform this to a stronger or weaker degree.
encouraging the recycling
of derelict and other urban
land
Significant contribution
Local purpose: Maintain
the existing settlement
pattern
Partial contribution

The parcel lies between the settlements of Cuffley and Brookmans Park, which are 3.4km apart,
but wooded high ground to either side of the connecting B157 forms a significant separator.
There is a sizeable area of farmland to the west of this and development within the parcel along
The Ridgeway compromises its role. The sloping valley side beneath existing development along
the ridge crest makes a stronger contribution to the gap of less than 1.5km between Cuffley and
Northaw, where visual openness provided by the valley landform weakens settlement
separation.

Assessment of Harm to the Green Belt
Scenario

Rating
High

P86
Release of the parcel as a whole

Comments
Although there is substantial development located along the northern edge of the parcel, the majority of the parcel is open and
topographicaly distinct from the settled ridge crest. Sparsely located dwellings along Vineyard Road do not have a significant
urbanising influence. Release of this parcel would therefore lead to encroachment on the countryside, and would also have a
significant impact on local settlement separation between Northaw and Cuffley and, to a lesser extent, on the gap between tier
1 towns.
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P1: Checking the
unrestricted sprawl of
large built-up areas

The parcel is sufficiently separated or distant from a large built-up area for there not to be any
potential for urban sprawl from the large built up area.

P86 -Limited
Green
Belt Study Stage 3 - LUC
or no contribution
P2: Preventing the
merging of neighbouring
towns
Partial contribution
Green Belt
P3: Safeguarding the
Green from
Belt parcel
countryside
encroachment
Council boundary

Significant contribution

P4: Preserve the setting
and special character of
historic towns
0

The parcel lies indirectly between the first tier settlements of Cheshunt to the east and Potters
Bar to the south west. These settlements are located within approximately 6.2km of each other.
The smaller settlements of Goff’s Oak, Northaw and most notably Cuffley lie between the first
tier settlements, thereby limiting the perception of separation. The gap between the towns is
relatively fragile, due to the presence of the intervening settlements. The parcel makes a partial
contribution preventing the merging of the towns.

PARCEL P86

Harm rating
Moderate
The land contains the characteristics of open countryside, but has significant pockets of
Very
High
Moderate
Low compromise the openness of countryside in
residential development within the parcel
which- does
some areas.
However,
the
distribution
and
density
of the development combined with the
High
Low
mature vegetation and topography maintain a strong sense of openness over most of the area.
©
Crown
copyright
and
database
rights 2018 Ordnance Survey LA 100019547 2018.
Moderate - High

E

The land forms little or no part of the setting of Welwyn Garden City and does not contribute to
its special character.
1,400

2,800
m

Limited or no contribution

P5: Assist the urban
All Green Belt land can be considered to support urban regeneration within Welwyn Hatfield and
regeneration, by
it is not possible to distinguish which parcels perform this to a stronger or weaker degree.
encouraging the recycling
of derelict and other urban
land
Significant contribution
Local purpose: Maintain
the existing settlement
pattern
Partial contribution

The parcel lies between the settlements of Cuffley and Brookmans Park, which are 3.4km apart,
but wooded high ground to either side of the connecting B157 forms a significant separator.
There is a sizeable area of farmland to the west of this and development within the parcel along
The Ridgeway compromises its role. The sloping valley side beneath existing development along
the ridge crest makes a stronger contribution to the gap of less than 1.5km between Cuffley and
Northaw, where visual openness provided by the valley landform weakens settlement
separation.

Assessment of Harm to the Green Belt
Scenario

Rating
High

P86
Release of the parcel as a whole

Comments
Although there is substantial development located along the northern edge of the parcel, the majority of the parcel is open and
topographicaly distinct from the settled ridge crest. Sparsely located dwellings along Vineyard Road do not have a significant
urbanising influence. Release of this parcel would therefore lead to encroachment on the countryside, and would also have a
significant impact on local settlement separation between Northaw and Cuffley and, to a lesser extent, on the gap between tier
1 towns.

Site P86
Scenario

Rating

P86a
Release of area of existing residential development along The Ridgeway and Carbone
Hill, including Stage 2 site Cuf2

Moderate - High

Comments
Although already developed, this area is largely separated from Cuffley by woodland. Carbone Hill housing is low density with
strong tree cover and houses only occupy one side of The Ridgeway. Release of this area would create a lengthy extension to
388
August 2018
Welwyn
Hatfield Green
Belt Study
the Green
Belt boundary,
and although
the Special Area of Conservation to the north and north east would contain Green Belt
Appendix
6.1 in those directions the boundary with development on Vineyard Road would be weaker.
harm beyond
the parcel

Welwyn Hatfield Green Belt Study
Appendix 6.1
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P86 - Nyn Manor,
Cuffley
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